
The 4iE with +Kit is a Smart Control with Automation and Optimisation compatible with combi boilers.

What do you need in order to be compliant with Boiler Plus?

The easiest way to comply with Boiler Plus regulations is to install a Warmup 4iE & +Kit

To give homeowners more control of their heating

The Boiler Plus initiative aims to deliver the following by improving the e�ciency of heating in the United Kingdom:

Automation with 4iE
The 4iE & +Kit have built-in SmartGeo technology which uses the 
location services built-into smartphones to determine how far you 
are from home. It uses this information to automate heating usage, 
saving homeowners up to 25% on their energy consumption.

Optimisation with the 4iE
Warmup’s 4iE & +Kit also use advanced technology to calculate the 
heat-up rate of the system and optimise the heating schedule to 
minimise the energy required to maintain comfort levels.

To give homeowners more choice over their heating consumption

To enable homeowners to make tangible savings on their energy bills

Flue gas heat recovery systems

Weather compensation controls

Load compensation controls

Smart Controls with Automation and Optimisation

Find your 4iE & +Kit at a store near you:
www.warmup.co.uk/store-locator

To install one of four energy-saving technologies:

“The 4iE has built-in Automation and Optimisation -  
   making it work like magic.”

Andrew Stimpson, CEO, Warmup Plc
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Find your 4iE & +Kit at a store near you:
www.warmup.co.uk/store-locator

The 4iE Smart WiFi Thermostat is Warmup’s smartest smart thermostat that uses the latest technology
to eliminate energy wastage and dramatically improves the e�iciency of heating systems.

Combine the +Kit with the 4iE to control the central heating system wirelessly.

Always at the right temperature
SmartGeo™ technology makes sure your home is automatically warm just as you arrive 
and running e�iciently when you’re away.
 
 
Warmup AutoSwitch - the Best Energy Switch App
Download AutoSwitch™ app for automatic tari� switching. Never overpay on your energy bills 
again, saving you up to £210 a year - download from the AppStore.
 
 
Easy to use
The 4iE’s heating controls are easy to use and it doesn’t require programming. 
The set-up can be completed within a few simple steps.

Wireless Receiver
Once connected to the existing 
boiler, your 4iE and +Kit will 
communicate wirelessly.
 
Smart Heating
Bringing smarter, more advanced 
and ecological heating management 
to central-heating systems.
 
E�iciency
The +Kit’s technology o�ers a 
quick, e�icient solution to 
Boiler Plus legislative concerns.


